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International student enrollment on the decline?
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College decides to implement
financial aid package changes

i

by JULIE C. BUDDEN

default problem; difficulties were
incurred in
them," Gorrel said.
As a result, international students must now guarantee almost
re-payi-

Recent revisions in financial aid
packages for international students could be the start of changes
in the international population on
campus.
"Beginning with this year's
class, we have discontinued the
loan portion of financial aid for
international students." Director
of Financial Aid Diane Gorrel
said. After
by auditors and the Financial Advisor's
committee. Gorrel said the loan
portion of the financial aid program was causing problems.
"The difference in funding be- tweenAmerican and rKmr American
students is that Americans can use
federal and state funds as well as
re-evaluati-

.

International stadents watch T.V. la Babcock basement.
la countries ranging from Greece to the Netherlands.

These five students alone live

College

Campus discusses importance of foreign students
International Students Association
(ISA), says he feels that international students "give different perspectives to all the issues being
discussed on campus, in classes

byDAVEROYSE

The number of international students on the College of Wooster
campus is declining, though some
students are not aware of this. 1
didn't even know; until you just
told me, said Ben Williams, a
junior at the college. Many students say that they didn't know
the international student population is declining because international students are sometimes isolated on the campus.

Despite " the fact that many
American students at Wooster have
not noticed the change, the general overall feeling on campus about
the decline seems to be one of re-

gret.
"Oh yeah,

if s too bad." said

an-

other student who wished not to
be identified. "Living with international students creates a little
microcosm of what's going on in
the world, and to lose that would
be a disgrace."
One hundred College of Wooster
students, when asked how important international students were to
their overall college experience,

al

as."

Student Poll
(100 people, surveyed)

Ben Williams concurred:

If you

have to cooperate with people
from other cultures, you learn to
Every student
be

1. How Important was the
International Stadent Popu- should have that experience.".
lation to your decision to
Betsy Stearns agrees. "The income to Wooster?
put from other countries, the idea
open-minde- d.

.

Not Important at all:
A

little Important:

Somewhat Important:
Very Important:

40
2
22

12

2.
Now that you're here,
how important would yon

say the international stadent population Is to yoar
overall college experience?
Not Important at all:

little Important:
Somewhat important:
Very important:
No response:
A

00

32

33
25
10

responded that the international
student population was important
to some degree. Not one student
polled said that that factor was not
important at alL
Yalman Onaran, president of the

Onaran also says that 47 of ISA
members are American, which suggests to him that "American students want to learn about ISA, and
that they are interested in intema-tationpeople, cultures, and ide-

and activities." As the number of
international students declines, it

"reduces the chance of people
learning about other countries."

.

that the American way is not the
only way, is very important."
Stearns, who is secretary of the
International Student Association,
said that it may be something for
her organization to consider in the
near future.
One student said that "students
from other countries all seem to
live in Babcock. It's hard for.
them to have the same kind of
college experience as the average
American at this particular college, but overall, I think the college is receptive to them."
SGA President Mandy Langley
said she was aware of the decline
and said that the college needs to
make sure it is "structuring the
system in a way that the college
environment is compatible with
the needs of the international student." .

of the costs of a

two-thir- ds

Wooster education; prior to the revision, students had to guarantee
half of the costs, with the College
providing the other fifty percent.
Gorell estimated that about half
of the international students at the
College are on a financial aid program and added that current sophomores, juniors and seniors would
continue to have fifty percent of
their needs met.
"We have a commitment to
students, and it will be
, those
maintained," she said. '
As a possible result, however,
the new plan could alter the population of international students on
the campus. According to Sara

ons

'

For
monies.
students all funding

non-Americ- an

comes from the College's work
Gorell
and grant opportunities,"
said. "The loans were causing a

ng

Continued to page
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Small fire breaks out
in H olden dormitory
by AMY HOLLANDER
The Wooster fire department responded to a fire alarm set off in
the basement of Holden Hall Tuesday morning at 1:43 ajn. Clothes
in a dryer had caught fire possibly
due to the dryer malfunctioning,
according to Fire Captain Duane
Aukerman.
The extent of the fire was the
dryer and Die dryer vent but a clear
smoke filled the first, second, and
third floors. The fireman opened
doors and windows on the L wing
of the building and set up two

smoke extinguishing fans. At
239 ajn. Chief Carl Yund determined that it was safe for students
to return to the building and the
fire department left the scene.
No one was injured in the fire
and the damage to the dryer
amounted to approximately S2S0,
according to the fire report.
The fire department returned to

Holden, Hall at approximately.
8:00 ajn. that morning. It was a
false alarm possibly caused by a

malfunction in the alarm system,
according to the fire department.
Scheide Musk Center and Lowry
Center were opened to students
following the first fire alarm.
Many students took it upon themselves to find another place to
Continued to
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Page 2 COMMENTARY

THE WOOSTERj VOICE- -

--

Letters to the editor
Hastings' Letter:

Murphy responds
Dear Editor.
I agree with Joel Hastings' observation in his letter in the November 4 issue of The Voice .
Both presidential campaigns have
indeed been negative. I don't need
a statement from him to remind
me of that. I also agree that

"exaggerations, misinformation,
quotes out of context, and blatant
lies are representative of both the
Bush and Dukakis campaigns."
What I don't agree with is Hast-ing- 's
use of these facts to justify
the distribution of misinformation
and blatant lies to the College of
Wooster campus. He himself
states that this type of campaigning is "disgusting and repulsive in
nature." yet he defends it saying
that it is "a campaign tactic advocated by the College Republican
National Committee surrounding
an issue the Bush Campaign adamantly supports". An alternative
tactic could have been the distribution of information on Bush's
ideology (funny little outfits and
catchy TRUTHFUL phrases could
have been included in this too).
The liberal arts atmosphere encourages us to make many decisions on a personal level. The
Wooster College Republicans were

not being criticized for being
"highly organized." "active," or
"Republican" as Hastings claimed;
rather, they were criticized for
making a poor decision. Should
political activists participate in
and perpetuate a political process
which they feel is negative, vile,
disgusting and repulsive? In my
opinion, they should not.
In conclusion. I would like to
1

j

-

.m
1

XW"

respond to Hastings' question: "Is
intellectual integrity only applicable to those of your own partisan
affiliation?" My response is no.
Well then, who does or does not
possess intellectual integrity? The
definitions of intellect and integrity according to the New World
Dictionary are:
Intellect: 1. The ability to reason
or understand or to perceive relationships, differences, etc.; power
of thought; mind.
Integrity: 3.the quality or state of
being of sound moral principle;
uprightness, honesty, and sincerity-There

are no judgements made
here. IH leave this decision up to
you.
Respectfully.
Heather Murphy

Editorial
student organizaThe Republican party was a well --organized,
tion this year. Their posters were all over the school; they were
by the national party; they set up tables in Lowry; they tried to inform students
of their view and their reasons for supporting Bush, and honestly listened to
other viewpoints.
I feel I can say this because I am against the Bush ticket and the general
views of Republicans. I think that Bush is uninformed on a number of important issues; at least a handful of the members of the Republican Party share my
views. What it boils down to is priorities in making informed decisions. If
Bush is in favor of some things that a voter supports, and Dukakis is in favor
of others, then the voter must decide which of these issues is the most important in order to pick his or her candidate.
The Republicans were not only willing to discuss the issues in a friendly, mature manner; they welcomed it. Several nights in a row last week I spent time
discussing the issues both in disagreement and in agreement with these Republicans.
Last week I was skiing in Lowry at the Republican table voicing my views
on the issues. Even with the tension of the upcoming election increasing, we
were debating in a reasonable manner. We knew the issues that were important
to us. and we could support our viewpoints reasonably well.
At this point a member of the Democratic Party on campus came up to the
table and started screaming at the Republicans. He ranted and raved, shouting
obscenities along with brief, un --organized, unsupported viewpoints at the Re- well-publiciz-

ed

well-suppli- ed

to run an Apartheid education
event, or when we were only able
to gather 200 postcard signatures
in support of the Senate sanctions
bill. We are upset as well on the
eve of the elections, that students
do not seem to care about the foreign policies of candidates for office (for example. Bush opposes
sanctions and Dukakis supports
them). And, even regarding those
whose votes may support
candidates, and who are
aware of the oppressive policies
under Apartheid, where are you
when it comes to the day to day
work to create justice in South Africa?
If you would like to learn more
about South Africa, or join our
work, please come to our meetings
on Mondays at 5 p.m. for dinner
in Lowry 250.
pro-sanctio- ns

Cootinued to page 8
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Sincerely.
The S.P.A. South African

Editor-in-chie- f:
William Van Cleave
Associate Managing Editor: Amy Hollander
Sports Editor: Paul Jacobus
Business Manager: Victoria Kimbrough

Mambazo turnout:
SPA responds

Pearsall column:

Photography Editor: Lisa Walsh

Ghosh responds

Dear Editor,

November 11, 1988

Photographers: Paul Bosky. Jessie Campbell. Michael Pepper
Dan Stcfanruk

On Friday night. November 4.
McGaw Chapel was filled to near
capacity for the Ladysmith Black
Mambazo concert. The crowd's response to songs about the black
South African experience under
AlApartheid was enthusiastic.
though we were happy to note the
large attendance and great enthusiasm, we question whether every
vocal person recognized that the
calling for freedom by South Africans within some songs mean

they stand for major political
change in that troubled land. We
feel it to be ironic that a public
which expressed such support for
songs of protest in South Africa
when ac
was all but
tivist Grace Jones came to campus
non-existe-

nt

Layout Editor: Melissa Mus Manesiotis

Dear Editor.

Layout Assistant: Katie Henderson
Copy Editor: Pete Stratum

: : v."
Copy Assistant: Frank Andorka
Copy Staff: Kathy Davis, Mark Gooch, Sean Whalen

I am disappointed, to say the
least, with the quality of work
some members of your staff pro-

i.0S.u

Advertising Manager: Ethan Gorsuch

duce. Shelley Pearsall. in her article "Common Cold" (Nov. 9).
thoroughly defeated my expectations of The Wooster Voice . It
appears Ms. Pearsall has run out
of things to say. To me, writing
about the origins of the common
cold for a college newspaper is
the sign of an unimaginitive
mind. As if writing about such a
ludicrous topic is not bad enough,
Shelley Pearsall has exposed her

Advertising Staff: Greg Caniglia, Erica Immenshuh.
Katharine Salzmarm, Calherine Singleton

Circulation Manager: Julie DeRitis
Circulation Assistant: Bianca DiSalvo
Layout Staff

Continued to page 3
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News and Feature Writers
Debbie Hirst
Amy Hollander
Meghan Howes
Susanna M. Jackson
Marie Kilbane
David Lewellen

Shireen Bchzadi
PauIBeUis
Julie Budden
Lisa Dameron
Kim Douglass
Emily Fortnum
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Elaine Smith
Cathy Taylor
Tom Turriff
Rhonda Vandeworp

Katharine Koos
Kennedy Miller
Lucinda Moore
Arturo Sanchez

Beth Brown
Jennie Fabens
Emfly Fortnum
Amy Hollander

Dave Royse
Christian Ruch
Michael Suavely
Tom Turriff
Kevin Waugh
Julie Woosley

Column and Series Writers

str

Yabnan Onaran
Shellcy Pearsall
Dave Wigham

JeffKear
Mandy Langky
CJ. Mitchell

Sports Writers
TomSiefanik
Shade Whitesel

Kathy Osta
Erica Seyfried
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Continued from page 2

ignorance.
For her sake, I am
glad that there are not any Thai
students at The College. In label-

the

common

cold

"humorously" as the "Southeastern
Thailandese Acute Upper Respiratory Infection," she has insulted

not only the purpose of The
Wooster Voice but that minority
of the student body who actually
do care about other countries and
cultures. Sure, people might say
that no harm was intended when
the article mentions Thailand as
having trees "dripping" with boa

tie-dy-

constrictors, but that does not
Issues
make such humor right.
such as this are sensitive to a lot
of people and I feel that Shelley
Pears all has ignored this fact.
There are a lot of ignorant people
in this college and an article such
as this does not help remove well
established myths and stereotypes
about countries outside the United
Stales. In the future Shelley Pear-ta- ll
should be more sensitive to
and
the feelings of
take into consideration that shots
at "cheap humor" reduces her
as a columnist.
cre-dibli-

ty

Moretti's letter:

Brooks responds
Dear Editor,

ill-conside-
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forum looks for writing

First-ye- ar

Forum, a publicaThe First-Yestudent writing,
tion of first-yeis now accepting submissions for
events and travel: that's the Stu
issue.
dent Activities Board. SAB is one! its 1988-8- 9
students are eligiAll first-yeof the many activities on campus;
composed as
writing
submit
ble
to
but it is different. With fourteen
first-yesemfor
the
assignments
committees working to make campus life more enjoyable, SAB is a inar. Submissions may include essays, journal entries, class notes,
key factor in what is happening
on campus. In many ways you poems, short stories, or
s.
probably do not ven know whatl
forpurpose of the first-yeThe
it has already done for you. The
art displayed in Lowry Center is um is to spotlight the writing
exhibited by the Art Committee.
students, to enskills of first-yeFilms such as "Lady and the tertain, to educate, and to explore
Tramp and "Fatal Attraction am the first-yeseminar as a major
provided by the movie committeeJ academic and social learning exThe short courses, the Winter perience for the College communitGala, entertainment at Ichabod's
yand the College Bowl are sponstudent
If you are a first-yesored by SAB.
who has written something for the
This gets done by people like Seminar that is entertaining or edyou. With fourteen committeesJ ucational and represents the theme
we need people. Joining provides of "communities in conflict," send
a great way to meet people and to your submissions to either Nancy
really become a vital part of the Grace (assistant professor of Engschool.
lish, 143 KaukeX Linda Bromund
ar

Movies, art, music, special

ar

ar

ar

in-cla- ss

free-write-

ar

ar

ar

ar

(Rose Room, Andrews Library), or
the Reading and Writing Center.
Each submission should be a
clean, typed copy and should include the following:
1. author's name
2. name of your seminar professor
3. type of assignment (eg., essay, journal entry)
4. author's box number
5. author's telephone number
Submissions may also be given
seminar teaching asto first-yesistants and to members of the
Forum staff which include Paul
ar

.

Potts.

Paul Bellis.

Rachelle

Brooks. Anns Braverman. Gretch-e- n
Sack. William Van Cleave, and
Alicia Aebersold.
Submissions before November
28 are encouraged but the staff
will accept submissions until Jan-- ,
nary 16. 1989.
Authors will be notified by mail
if their submissions are to be

.
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for members

clouded the credibility and simple
clarity of his message, with his
allusion to the "fresh minds" of
new students.
Where would anyone get the
idea that the minds of these people are "fresh"? It seems to me
that the human mind is only fresh
at birth. I submit that the minds
students may
of most first-yenot yet have been exposed to
This,
many issues of concern.
however, presents no foundation
for assuming that their minds are
"fresh" or even capable of absorbing certain issues at this time. I,
seminar,
as a T.A. for a first-yecan attest to the fact that issues
such as racism and sexism are
I
considered in the classroom.

ar

T
15, ;Myyfonte:

wltl.ba

t-srt
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SAB looks

with these judgements, which

It is my opinion that upon entering college, one expectation
should be a demand for the encouragement of clear, concise language
by professors and peers. I state
this in reaction to the letter submitted by David Moretti last week.
I was furious with Mr. Moretti's
His
flimsy style of expression.
references to certain groups of
people and actions (i.e. first-yestudents and the use of drugs) exemplified in my mind a number of
arguments. As I interpreted Mr. Moretti's letter, the
point was to address a pervasive
problem on this campus: lack of
support and attendance at programs targeted to inform the community of issues prevalent to our
evervdrv lives. Mv nroblcm ex- -

0

Thank You,
Julie Brooks

many people's social irresponsiHe then goes on to
bility."
"support" his theory with value
judgements about the activities of
individuals in these institutions
(i.e. "drinking beyond our hearts
Mr. Moretti then alcontent").
ludes to the continued existence of
lynching and questions peoples'
lack of concern about this activity. That in itself might have
been enough to make his point.
Unfortunately, he went further

Sincerely,
Arijit Ghosh

!OakTe2ay: IJavemLer

ments.

ness?
Secondly. Mr. Moretti states
that the "actual" purpose of colleges is to act as "catalysts for

non-Americ- ans

YZ'ZiZXiC

think that that might substantiate
at the very least a beginning for
their attention of these issues.
I support Mr. Moretti's contention that there are too many programs that attempt to educate this
community about pervasive issues
I would,
which go unattended.
however, submit that in all cases
this might not be an actual act of
apathy, but rather a result of lack
of identity within a sphere of social consciousness.
I feel that I must demand that
further attention directed to this or
any other similar issue, be substantiated and addressed in a manner that might be read as a constructive and informative statement, rather than a reaction of unprovoked attacks and value judge-
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Letters

ists with the tactic Mr. Moretti
used to portray this concern.
In beginning his reaction, Mr.
Moretti stated that Social Consciousness seems to be "a fad that
plagues the young adults of our
college campuses and our businesses." I wonder if Mr. Moretti
is in the position to make such a
value judgement, which in its literal form, includes all participants
in these two communities and
which implies that people who do
strive to be socially conscious are
only partaking in a fad. He then
goes on to attack those, who listen to Tracy Chapman, drive a
or partake
new car, wear a e
in drugs, claiming that it is all a
facade representative of the 60s.
I take offense to this statement
because I feel that Mr. Moretti is
implying that all people who partake in these things are doing so
because they want to feel socially
conscious when in actuality they
are not. I do not see where Mr.
Moretti has any right to generalize any such assumptions. What
then must "we" do to prove a
commitment to social conscious-

r

--
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Ichabod's provides exciting options

Winter presents piano recital

by QUAISAR IMAM
' For quite some time now, Ichabod's has been brought under fire
Students
by the student body.
have, felt that the weekend
has. been anything but that.
This is indeed unfortunate, for Ichabod's is the only place of its
kind on this campus. Fortunately,
f however, the Ichabod's Committee
of S.A.B. has been implementing
changes and introducing new ideas
to make the nightclub more excit"hot-sp-

ot'

ing.
One of the major concerns of
the students has been the quality
of music played by often haphazardly selected DJ.s. In the past,
there has been no particular prerequisite for a person to be a DJ.

DANIEL W. WINTER, Kettering professor of music and chair
of the music department
by BRAD PORTER
Daniel W. Winter, Kettering
Professor of Music and chairman
of the music department at The
College of Woosler,. will present a
piano recital in Gault Recital Hall
of Scheide Music Center Sunday.
November 13, at 4 pjn.
A Bfisendorfer piano, donated
by Mr. and Mrs. Evan E. Davis of
Oak Hill, Ohio, will be dedicated
during the concert. The instrument was a gift in 1983 from the
Davis family whose interest in
music at Wooster continues a tradition started by Mr. Davis' father, the late E. E. Davis, a member of Wooster's Board of Trustees
from 1959-6The Davis family has strongly
supported Wooster's music program in many ways, including the
donation of the McGaw Chapel organ and the endowed D. D. Davis
Scholarship Fund. They also were
--

8,

major contributors toward the construction of Scheide Music Center
and have donated other musical instruments.
The Bfisendorfer piano is a midsized instrument with 92 keys.
The manufacturer, which has built
pianos in Vienna, Austria, for
more than 160 years, is one of
the finest handcrafted instruments
of its type; the piano is noted for
evenness and sensitivity to touch.
The recital is free and the public
is invited, but tickets are required
for the program. Tickets may be
reserved by visiting or calling the
music department office at
263-241- 9.

The recital will feature early
works by Ludwig van Beethoven,
including G Major Rondo and the
Sonata, Op. 7. which Beethoven
composed when he was 26 years
old; and Johannes Brahms' F Minor Sonata, Op. 5, written when
the composer was 20 years old.

DO YOU PLAN TO SIGN PARTY

CONTRACTS?
If you do, you must attend the upcoming
This is
Alcohol Awareness Workshop.
your last opportunity to attend a party

contract

this

workshop

semester

Awareness Workshops
November 29, 1988

Tuesday,

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Faculty Lounge North
LIMITED SPACE;

For

reservations

call

x2545

To sign a Party Contract this year you
must be of legal drinking age and attend
one of this years workshops. ' Remember,
you need three signatures from each

organization
must

have

and

three persons
the workshop.
no exceptions.

all

attended

There will

be

It will please many to know that
the Committee of Ichabod's has

devised a new and efficient system

of selecting DJ.s. The present
D.J.'s have gone through an intense selection process, and, after
having been selected, have gone
through a proper training session.
During the training session. DJ.s
are directed to cover a wide range
of music and instructed to keep in
mind the diverse musical tastes on
campus. The quality of music has
certainly risen and more people
are leaving the place satisfied.
Many students have expressed
the desire to incorporate some new
music equipment into the Ichabod's sound system. This has also
been a top priority of the present

Committee and S.A.B. After convincing the administration of the
need for more funds, a Compact
Disc player has been added to the
equipment Ichabod's should have
over 100 discs by the end of the
year to use with' its new equip-

ment.
To add another attractive feature
to the place, the Committee has
purchased a
screen television to be installed in Ichabod's.
The television will be used for
Monday Night Football and music
videos on weekends. Last but not
the least, check out some great
surprises at the counter of Ichabod's and see how much S.A.B. is
willing to do for all of you.
Come soon and enjoy the fun!
45-in-

ch

Students perform in dance festival
by MARIE KILBANE
The Dance Company of the College of Wooster presents the College of Wooster Dance Festival.
The Dance Company, which per-

forms once each semester,

re-

ceived a large response from students interested in dance and choreography this falL The festival's
primary aim is to promote student
creativity through their own work
in dance. The concert also brings
in guest artists to round out the
program. The Main Street Dance
Theatre will open the first program in the
series on
thursday November 17. The program will be repeated on Saturday.
Cherly Wallace will open the second program on Friday November
18 and it will be repeated at the
Sunday matinee.
Choreography
by Gladys Bailin will also be preformed.
One of This fall's guest artist is
Cheryl Wallace. A recipient of
two-progra-

m

numerous Ohio Arts Council
Grants, including an award in
choreography, she will present On
the Step of the Conservatory and
Parallax . Both programs highlight music composed by Billy
Larkin.
Kim Tritt, an instructor of
Dance at the College, will present
a piece of her own at the festival.
She will perform Hats Off, a solo
work. The piece is choreographed
--

Alcohol
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by Gladys Bailin. Set to the music of Scarlatti and Chopin, the

explores sophistication and sensu-

piece contains a suite of three
characters who dance in different
hats. Bailin. the director of the
Ohio University Department of

movements. He uses "Steve Reich
Music for 18 Musicians" for his
musical accompaniment.
Cindi Castell, a recent graduate
of the College of Wooster. explores stability and peace through
her movement entitled Rituals .
The piece abstracts animal move-

Dance, is a former dancer of the
Alwin Nikolais Dance Company
of New York.
Dana Dodge Koppert and Kim
Tritt. artistic directors of the Main
Street DanceTheater Company of
Loudonville Ohio, are directing
the piece Right Brain, Left Brain .
The piece is a study in the contrast of the techinical and creative
mind. Finally, Tritt is directing
an innovative dancetheater piece
based on Oscar Wildes comedy of
manners entitled The Importance
of Being Earnest.
Several student dancers will also
perform. Jamie Sloan, in her piece
entitled Vmoja , explores the tension of a patriarchal society with
a realization of the need for the
growth of a more egalitarian society within the malefemale framework.
Stephen Alexander, choreographer of the whimsical piece
Opposition Submission , concerns
himself with power and its unifying potential. This is contrasted
with the limitations of community
and the need for the expression of
the individual.
New Sleep , choreographed by
DaVenche Burks, expresses and

ality through various "cat like"

ments on each of the dancers
which is then synthesized into ritual movement.
Hules Hughes uses some other
experiences from her year abroad
in Senegal to create In a Different
Rhythm . . Hughes' piece abstracts
a traditional Senegalese dance and

depicts how the individual
rhythms of women fit into the
community's rhythm.

Musical

companiment is provided
drums by senior Robert Ladd.

ac-

on

Marie Kilbane has a piece entitled Within Changes. . A scrap-boo- k
of memories, it explores a
sense of community and alone-nes- s.
The piece uses the piano
music of Mark Isham's "Mrs.
Socffel."
Abigail Wurf, choreographer of
the piece Boundaries of Constraint,
has shaped her movement to
show how people deal internally
with the limitations of the outside
world. The music for her piece is
"Return to Gaia" by Paul Winter.
Continued to pas 5

Auditions for Columbus
Be the first to create a role in
this premiere of a new American
play!
Characters to be cast include:
Christopher Columbus, Queen Isabella of Spain, the Voice of History, Mona and Sheila (quarreling
roommates), members of Columbus' crew, a Prostitute (who joins
that crew). Diego (Columbus'
brother). Beatriz (Columbus' beloved). Keema (an ardent Muslim),

Rosetta of Parma (physician extraordinaire), Eskimoes. Caribbean
and North American natives, several sets of young lovers, and a
grouchy Old Man.
Audition times are Wednesday,
November 30, 4 - 5:30 p.m. and 7
- 9:15 p.m.; Thursday, December
1. 7 - 9:15 p.m.; and Friday, December 2, 3 - 6:00 p.m.
Sign up sheets are posted on the

Theater Department bulletin board
in Wis hart across from
Yoder's office. Copies of the
script are available from Jean Bro-d-y
or Dale Seeds. Please contact
Jean Brody if you have any quesJo-A-

nn

tions.
will be February
begin
Monday, January 9 immediately
following Winter Break.
Performances

16. 17, and 18; rehearsals
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Ladysmith Black Mambazo reviewed

Dance festival
Continued from page 4
The College of Wooster Dance
Festival will take place from November 17 through November 20
at Freedlander Theater. There will
also be previews of the concert
performed in Lowry and Kitteridge
before the concert weekend. Call
now for tickets at the Freedlander
MonBox Office (216)
day thru Friday 12-- 2 p.m. and 6
p.m., and Saturday 10 a.m.-- l
pjn.. Tickets are free to student's
with C.O.W. ID's. To accomodate
263-224- 1.

4--

or,

--

v

-

"

A

: l

-

--

i-

-

if-1-

Black Mambazo

16-Washin- gton

17-Bay- lor

Seminars

1
NOTM

Ladysmith

Recruiters

Wednesday November
U. School of Engineering
Thursday November
'
College U. of Cincinnati Law of School

Hi
y

-

From the Career Development
and Placement Office...

'

;

all the pieces for the Dance Festival, there are two separate programs. Program A will perform
Thursday and Saturday at 8:15
pjn.; program B will perform on
Friday at 8:15 pjn. and Sunday at
2 pjn. Following the opening
night of the two programs, there
will be a reception following die
concert, at which the choreographers win be available to answer
any questions the audience may
have. Further advertisements for
die Festival will be given in Low- -.
ry Center.

Tuesday November 15- - Resamc Writing
4:00 p.m Lowry 119
Wednesday November
Tests- Screening and
How It Effects Your Carrer
7:00 p.m. Lowry 118
Thursday November 17- - 2nd Interviews (Oaslte) Visits
4:00 p.m. Lowry

StMVtorM

excites crowd during Friday's performance.

If-Dr-

Pre-employm-

by SWREENBEHZAEH
The lights dimmed and the crowd
fore it broke out into a deafening
roar of applause. The members of
the group Ladysmith Black. Mambazo ran onto the brightly decorated McGaw. stage. The audience
was dazzled by the group's black
and white satin outfits and their
intense harmonies.
Their choreography and individual personalities captured the full
attention of the audience almost
immediately, and the ending of
every song brought elated cheers
from the audience and double-hande- d
waves and smiles from the

singers.
The majority of the songs that
Ladysmith sang were in their native tongue, but mat really did not
seem to hinder the response of the
enthusiastic crowd. The first song
that Ladysmith sang in English,

however,

practically

brought

McGaw to its feet. This humorous
rendition of "How Long Should I
Wait For You" had the crowd

screaming for more.
A touch of Zulu dancing added to
their simple, yet effective, choreography., and the crowd responded
enthusiastically once again. Noteworthy was the incredible singing
ability of the group as a whole.
Instruments were not missed in
this a cappella performance.
Never once did a voice falter as
they sang for guidance from political leaders, pregnant girls, and

warriors leaving their brides.
Their energy electrified the
ence throughout the evening.
Like everything else in their
performance that night, they had
an original exit. One by one.
they ran off the stage leaving
only one performer on the stage
that had the audience rolling with
laughter. After he left, in what
was an embarrassing and humor- ous situation, the audience leapt
to their feet for the first of several
earthshaking standing (ovations.
The audience literally screamed
and chanted for several minutes
until Ladysmith came strutting
audi-

back on stage for the demanded
encore.
Their encore was definitely the
highlight of the show. They dedicated one song to the miners in
South Africa. The crowd was up
on their feet once more when Ladysmith started an encore performance of Zulu dancing which included an African version of "the
Bump". With the crowd on its
feet from another standing ovation, Ladysmith Black Mambazo
closed the concert with their anthem "God Bless Africa".
Besides their incredible,
voices, Ladysmith Black
Mambazo entertained the audience
with humorous dialogue between
each song. The group played off
the audience which made their performance that much more enjoyable. The hour and a half that they
were on stage passed only too
quickly. Ladysmith Black Mam:

--

soon forgotten.

Students take part in Kristallnacht vigil
9'oclock.
by PAULINE ACH
and SANDER OLSON

the
On November 9. 1938.
Nazi's went on a rampage against
the Jews. The Nazi's called it
Kristalmacht or "the night of the
a euphemistic
broken glass.
term for what really happened.
Social Scientists call it "the true
beginning of the Holocaust.
The rampage was caused by a
young boy, who had just been

told that his family was being
forced to leave Germany. Out of
anger, he bought a gun and shot
a German embasssy official in
France. In retaliation, the German's raided Jewish homes and

businesses, and smashed countless Jewish shop windows (hence
"Kristallnacht").
On Wednesday, November 9, the
Jewish Students Association sponsored a candlelight vigil to commemorate the 50th anniversary of

t

At
Kristallnacht.
about 30 students gathered outside
Lowry and embarked on a commemorative walk around the campus. Due to the rainy, brisk
weather, participants had substan-

tial difficulty

keeping

their

candles lit, and many commented
on the symbolic meaning from

this.

'After the walk, a discussion was
held in Lowry rm. 119. led by
Rabbi R

off.

.

llf

PERSONAL SAFETY: WHAT CAN YOU DO?
by THE

S.G-- A

SAFETY COMMITTEE and CARL YUND. CHIEF OF

SECURITY

The assaults reported earlier this semester have given rise to a
variety of concerns. Personal safety entails being more aware of
yourself, the people around, and also the outside environment.
COMMON SENSE is predominant in this type of situation; do what
is practical and reasonable given the present circumstances.
Although women are a major target for these types of crimes, men
should also be aware. Also, a safe walk program is currently being
formed. However, if you do need ride home Security (ext. 2590)
can provide one..

'

.

non-tirin- g,

bazo undeniably brought the
house down. It was a Forum event
to be experienced and not to be

ug

ent

WHEN WALKING AT NIGHT:
1. Try to always walk with a friend(s) or other students.
2. Avoid shortcuts through areas which are normally deserted and
wooded areas, alleys, etc
poorry
3. Walk confidently and assertively, holding your belongings close
to your body.
4. If followed by someone on foot, immediately go to the nearest '
location with either people or lighu.
5. If followed or harassed by someone in a car, turn at once and go
in the opposite direction. The driver must turn around; this gives
you time to retreat to a safe location. If possible get the license
number of the car and report it to either Campus Security or the City
Police.
6. If you are stopped by a person in a car who is asking for
directions, keep a safe distance away. Also, never accept rides from
lit-especi-

--

ally

'

strangers.
WHEN DRIVING:
1. Before getting into the car, check the backseat.
2. Never pick up a hitchhiker.

WHEN AT THE DORMITORY:
1. Always lock your door, especially at night
2. Do not admit strangers to your room or the residence halL
3. Keep your drapes drawn at night.

Always remember, if you find you are in danger. SCREAM,
YELL, MAKE NOISE- - do anything to attract attention. DO NOT
have a false sense of security" Most importantly, BE SAFE-NO- T
SORRY.

e

'
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Amnesty International's Dreyfuss to speak on human rights
by SUSAN M. GALE
The state of human rights in the
world today will be the topic of
Elisabeth Dreyfuss' talk this Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Mateer auditorium. Dreyfuss is a member of
the Board of Directors of the United States chapter of Amnesty International, an independent worldwide group which works for inter.

national
rights.

protection

of human

The talk is sponsored by the
campus chapter of Amnesty International (AI), and an animated
video on human rights will also
.

be shown. The video, made to celebrate the 40th anniversary, of the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, features the music of different countries.
Dreyfuss is the head of the
Cleveland chapter of Amnesty International, and also helps to carry out policy and conduct national
AI campaigns through AIUSA.
which is headquartered in New
York City. She was elected to her
post on the AIUSA Board of Directors through a national vote of
AI members.
Rowly Brucken, president of the
campus chapter of AI, is excited

Folksinger to perform
by KATHY DAVIS

Folk singer Larry Long is
scheduled to perform at Westminster Church House on Saturday.
A na
November 12, at 8 pjn.
tive of Minnesota, Long is perhaps best known for founding the
Mississippi River Revival, a
movement similar to Pete Seeger's
Clearwater Project on the Hudson
In addition to being
River.
kfubbed "the Woody Guthrie of the
ISO's." Long has been labeled by
S tods Terkel as "a true American
troubador."
Long has travelled all across
America gaining a knowledge and
appreciation of the country'! many
cultures. What he learns, he transposes into music; the result is a
blend of melodies aimed at every
He
facet of American society.
disenfranand
poor
the
sings of
chised, of Vietnam and Central
America, of farmers, refugees, rivers, pride, and patriotism. More
recently, he has been noted for his
devotion to the cause of Native
Americans. He has written many
songs- on their behalf including a
powerful account of Anna May
Aquasb, martyr of Wounded Knee.
According to James M. Tarbox
of the St. Paul Pioneer Press Dis
-

patch, "Larry Long writes songs
the same way an artist uses found
objects: a bit of folklore here, a
traditional American Indian instrument there, and. before you know
it, he's created a thing of beauty.
It might take a little time before
that beauty becomes clear, but the
listener's patience never goes unrewarded."
Long has recorded a number of
records, most noteworthy of which
have been Sweet Thunder (1988 -Flying Fish Records); Songs From
the USSR (1988 - Waterfront
Tapes); Live From Austin (1987
Waterfront Tapes); Run For
Freedom (1985 - Flying Fish
Records); and Rich Man's World
(1981 - Waterfront Records).
Long's performance will be in

conjunction

with

the exhibit

"Betsy Damon:
A Memory of
Clean Water." which is currently
in Frick Art Museum. Admission
is free, and there will be a reception in Frick immediately following the presentation. This event
is being sponsored by the College
of Wooster Art Depc. the Cultural
Events Committee, and Westminster Presbyterian Church. For further information, contact Professor Linda Hults (21S0) or Bill
Mungcr at
264-642- 7.

Jazz Announcement
The College of Wooster Jazz
Ensemble, under the direction of
Jeffrey Lindberg. will perform this
Friday, November 11, at 7:30
p.m. in Freedlander Theatre. The
concert will feature senior vocalist
Alicia Carter's performance of the
standard tunes "111 Wind," by Harold Arlen and "All of Me." by
Seymour Simons. Ms. Carter, a
senior musicGerman major from
Atlanta, Georgia, is beginning her
second year as vocalist with the
Jazz Ensemble. Another featured
soloist of the program will be
junior flutist Sabra Aaron, from
Lakewood. New York. Sabra. a
junior majoring in music history.

will perform her interpretation of
"Ballade" by the Russian composer Yuri Saulskii.
The concert will also include the
premiere of Stuart Ling's arrangement of "Coquette." the popular
Irving Berlin tune.
Professor
Emeritus at the College and founder of the Jazz Ensemble, Dr. Ling
will guest conduct the group for
the performance of his arrangement.
Other works to be performed include "Chameleon," by Herbie Hancock and "The Lunceford Touch,"
by Georges Duvivier.
There is no admission charge.

about having Dreyfuss speak. He
says this event is the first in what
he plans to be a continuing commitment by Wooster's AI to educate and inform the campus of the
state of human rights in the world
today.
Brucken helped to form the campus group last year. Currently AI
meets every other Monday evening at 6 p.m. in the Lowry Center
Faculty Lounge. The next meeting
will be on November 21. and all
members of the College community are welcome to attend.
Members of the group also staff
letter-writin-

tables every other

g

Thurday during the lunch and dinner hours. These tables inform
people of current human rights violations around the world and encourage the writing of letters to
the violators in an attempt to
bring about the needed changes to
protect human rights.
"I am amazed by the enthusiasm." Brucken says. "It has doubled this year. It's fantastic. We
have committed people and letters
are getting written."
This year the group has already
had one successful
letter-writi-

campaign. In

mid-Octob-

tion" which originated from the
AI international headquarters in
London. This is a case that demands immediate action by the US
g
chapters of AI. A
table was set up for this case
letter-writin-

j
(

which

ng

the

er

involved

the

"incommunicato detention" of five
persons who were detained in Paraguay allegedly without warrant
for arrest. The campus AI has just
received word that all of the five
have been released.
"It is a wonderful feeling when
we are successful,'' says Brucken.
"It really makes the work

campus AI received an "Urgent Ac

Na'im Akbar to speak on Racism in America
by TERRY CARTER

outstanding service in keeping

Na'im Akbar, Florida State clinical psychologist and dynamic
speaker, will present a lecture in
Gault Recital Hall of the Scheide
Music Center on Thursday, November 17.- His visit will be part
of the Black Leaders in Residence
Program during which he will lecture Thursday and visit selected
classes on Friday.
Akbar has been a faculty member at Florida State since 1981.
He has focused his research on the
black family and on the personaliHe rety formation in blacks.
ceived a bachelor's degree and a
master's degree in psychology and
a doctorate in clinical psychology
from the University of Michigan.
On January 16, 1987, he received
the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Distinguished Scholar Award for

with Dr. King's ideals.
Formerly Luther Weems, Akbar
changed his name in 1972 after
converting to Islam. He is a devoted Egyptologist and an internationally recognized author. His
books include Chains and Images
of Mental Slavery , From
to Education , and The
Community of Self . A husband
and a father of three, Akbar classifies himself as a
conservative with a perspective
that is not very unique.
Dr. Akbar has toured the country
speaking on the myriad of issues
n
which face the
community. His themes range
from individual and family development to black economic development, to the miseducation of
the negro in America. His wealth
of knowledge and eagerness to ad

-

dress an audience has made him a
much needed messenger. You will
see, just as Akbar has. that the
message he brings is urgent. Akbar will be the first to point out
that Black America is in a state of
malaise and desperation.

Ohio Environment
Announcement

Mis-Educati- on

mild-manner-

!

Two representatives from the
Ohio Environmental Protection

ed

Agency will be speaking on Tuesday, November 15. at 7 p.m. in
Lean Lecture Room. Rich Carter
will explain how the EPA handles

environmental

African-America-

emergencies

(emergency response). Bob Babik
will discuss the EPA's permit standards for incineration and the effects of incinerators such as that
which the college operates.
All
are encouraged to attend.

I

V

L
Discount Drug Mart
Potato Chips
1 Pound bag
Regular or Rippled
$ 2.49 value
SALE $ 1.49

.L".f

"

1

r

1
629 Beall Ave. N.E.
264-840-

Fresh and Pure
Juice

4

32 oz.
Asst. Flavors
reg. .990 SALE .790

g
Smack Ramen
Faygo

2 Liter
Asst. Flavors
reg .790 SALE .690

Noodles
3 oz. pkg
"Ready in 3 minutes'
SALE 5 $1.00
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Belz named player
of the week

THE WOOSTERj

When it rains it pours

Football:
by ETHAN GORSUCH

Junior linebacker Geoff Belz
was named North Coast Player of

Will the storm ever subside?
Such wis the question that Coach
Bob Tucker and his 1988 football
team were probably asking themselves following their 10-- 6 loss
to the highly ranked Hiram Terriers this past weekend at Sever-enc- e
Stadium. Not only did the

18-Uc-

kle

product of St. Edward's high
school in North Olmsted, he has
been instrumental in die strengthening of the W cosier defense
over the past three years.
Ever since he broke into the
starting lineup his freshman season. Belz has been regarded as a
very disciplined and hard working
player who makes up for his lack
of size with speed, quickness, and
an uncanny nose for the football.
Although the Scots have experienced troubles this season. Belz
has continued to be the mainstay
and leader of the - traditionally
tough Wooster defense.
Despite a knee injury in the season opener which sidelined him
for three full games, he has still
managed to rehabilitate and turn
this year into his best ever as a
Wooster Scot. So far this year, he

rain-soak-

Nmi Stnriots

GEOFF BELZ
has registered

a total of 90

tackles, including 46 unassisted
second on the
stops to rank
team behind leader and fellow
linebacker Jeff Price. Although
his stats are phenomenal. Belz's
real strength as a player is his
unique leadership qualities and his
constant drive to win.

National Smokeout
Students are encouraged to give up smoking
for 24 hours on Thursday, November 17.
Sponsored locally by Bryan House, but
Nationally by the American Cancer Society

Black Leaders in Residence
Program Presents:

DR. NA'EVI ACKBAR
Dynamic Speaker

ed

field

conditions

plague the Fighting Scots all afternoon, but the loss also signified the culmination of a season
of frustration and disappointment
for the Scots despite much hard
work and determination on their
part. The team experienced the familiar feeling of deja-v- u as they
came so very close to victory but
failed to provide the needed intensity and enthusiasm to overcome
the advantage of their opponents.
The loss drops the team to a
They can
meager record of
now only hope to end the season
on a positive note when they take
on a powerful Ohio Wesley an
team tomorrow.
For the third week in a row, the
Scot's came into the game with a
They
. high level of enthusiasm.
played extremely well early in the
1--

8.

of the Dr. Martin Lather Kins, Jr.

Distinguished Scholar Award

Internatkraallj Recognized Author
Guest Appearances:
The Oprah Winfrey Show The Phil Dooahne Show
Tony Brown's Journal PBS Latenight

Akbar Addresses Racism in America
at 7:30 pjn. in Gault Recital Hall,
Scheide Music Center Thursday,
November 17, 1988
The College of Wooster
Sponsors: Harambee, Phi Sigma Alpha,
Office of the Dean of Students,
and Office of Black Student Affairs

maintain consistency down the
stretch. The first half was a defensive struggle; neither team was
able to sustain offensive drives
as the wet conditions limited
passing opportunities and hampered ball handling on both

The two point conversion

at-

tempt, however, failed, and the
score remained 10--6 in favor of
Hiram.
Things looked bleak in the wanfor die Scots until die
ing
defense stiffened and forced a Hiram turnover to put the ball back
in Wooster's possession. The offense, however, then seemed to
the Scots gave the
ball up on downs. The Terriers
then held on to the ball, die lead,
and the victory. -

.

teams. Following some offensive
miscues on Wooster! part towards
the end of the first half. Hiram finally capitalized on a scoring
drive with a field goal to make the
score 0 going into halftime.
The rain continued in the third
period as did the Scot's inability
to produce any worthwhile scoring
opportunities. The Terriers again
took advantage of a Wooster turnover by driving the length of the
field to score the game's first
touchdown. The scoreboard read
10--0
Hiram at the end of die third
quarter.
Realizing that their backs were
against the wall, the Scots came
together in the fourth quarter and
gave Hiram all they could handle
in the last few minutes. On the
strength and momentum of an
electrifying 85 yard kickoff return
by sophomore Phil Puryear, the
Scots managed to start a come

self-destru- ct;

3--

Despite the loss, freshman
Brian Grandison contained to pOe
up the statistics by rushing for
108 yards. Sophomore Phil Puryear pushed his team leading re-

ceiving statistics to 27 catches
for 467 yards. Since die entire defensive unit was named "players,
of the game." ifs hard to label an

--

outstanding individual performer.
The team will take on the Bishops
from Ohio Wesleyan tomorrow in
their final game et Ine 198S

Trainers deserve the credit
by PAUL JACOBUS
When people think about

com-

petitive athletics, the first thing
that comes to mind are the ath-

letes and coaches who constantly
bask in spotlight of attention. Although these athletes are extremely talented and deserve a majority
of the publicity, hardly anyone
ever recognizes the people who
work just as hard to ensure these

athletes a safe trip to the
"limelight."

The people on whom I am specifically focusing are the
of sports medicine, or.
simply, the team trainers. Team
trainers dedicate long and tiresome
hours to the task of guarding and
defending the physical well-beiof the athletes for whom they
care. I would like to take this time
to acknowledge and applaud the
services of the student trainers on
due campus. This small group of
operation
people run a
and have been an invaluable asset
to the College of Wooster Athletic Department and student body as
a whole.
Not many people realize die
specific role that student trainers
play, much less the amount of
commitment involved in taking
on such an occupation. These are
re
die people who help athletes,
tending
by
for competition
to the numerous cuts, bruises, and
pulled muscles that are inevitable
practi-cione-

1987 Recipient

back. Quarterback Craig Lombardi
passed to sophomore flanker Ray
Boone for die first Wooster score.

contest, but they were unable to

by JONSCHULER

perforthe Week for his
mance last week against Hiram. A
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top-not- ch

pre-pa-

rs

in contact sports. Whether taping
ankles or wrists, fixing broken
equipment, king sore muscles, or
giving water to players after a
tough workout, trainers will stop
at nothing to make sure that
are more than sufficiently
satisfied.
With respect to commitment,
then-player-

trainer's good nature provides the
best prescription of all for any
ailing athlete.

Contused to pegeS

s

fToU QUAUFYRKll
I IIJSTAIIT CREDIT! I
Making credit pur-- J
I-- Start
chases IMMEDIATELY I We
I will send you a Menbers
Credit Card at once wlthj
NO CREDIT CHECK. Buy anyj
I Jewelry,
Clothing, Sport-- 5
ling Goods .Watches, Elec- -I
ttronlcs 4 MORE! All with
Installment payments otit-J- of
our "Giant 100 Pages!,

the Wooster trainers are in a
league by themselves. They are
the last ones to leave and the first
ones to arrive; their jobs are never complete until die last athlete
has left the locker room for the
attending
night. Occasionally
weekend trips with teams, watching seemingly endless practice
sessions when they could be doing homework, or missing dinner
at Lowry to help Dr. Love close
up shop, these trainers perform a
type of commitment which is un-

paralleled by anyone else

in-

volved in athletics
Although their methods of medical assistance are very commendable, it is perhaps the emotional

support that these people give
that is the most beneficial to any
athlete. I think it is fair to say
from any Wooster athlete's point
of view that this "bedside manner"
given by every trainer is the best
therapy available. Whether it be
consoling an injured player, providing a vent for player's frustra-lioand complaints through conversation, or a casual smile and
"good luck" before a game, the
ns

--

1 Cat a log." Take 12 nonths
Into repay. Tour personal
1

credit card In a --second.

-

valuable for check I
leashing, etc. plus your
Students Credit Group m
l.D.-

file to help

you obtain

B

other credit cards. So
send in your $5 catalog
I denosit
now. (refundable
with your first order)

I
I
It
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I
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way I
see it:

'
;

'

r,

OJ. MITCHELL
Dear O.
In case you are wondering, the
Browns' fans are just fine this
Monday morning. Too bad it's not
the same for the Bengals' fans. It
seems all they can do is spew sour
grapes.
I wonder, is that The way you
see it? Probably more of the
above, or can you face up. and say
the Browns are the belter team?
Proudly. Cleveland Fan Replies
Who would ever imagine that I
would get love mail. Yes. that day
the Browns were better; no excuses. Let's not forget the day when
the Bengals were better. No excuses, please.' Cincinnati: 1 Cleveland: 1. Maybe there will be a tie
breaker.
This weeks subject is another
--

.

question

that

There are not many sports that
fit into all four of the above cate-

gories;

consequently,

sports

which demand high levels of all
four are those found at the top of
our list. Near the top is swimming. Swimming requires enormous levels of both coordination
and cardiovascular endurance, and
it physically wears on the body.
Just ask a swimmer about .his or
her shoulders 'after a hard workout.
Not only that, but swimmers,
those who participate in the distance events in particular, need to

intelligently

pace

themselves

throughout their events.
Surprisingly, tennis fits the criteria almost as well as swimming.
Tennis has the highest skill level
of my top three, and it requires

tremendous

mental

toughness.

4) Level of mental intelligence

Tennis, however, falls way short
in the physical beating Category
except for crazy players who may
assault opponents or referees with
equipment.
Now for the winner... At the top
of my list is wrestling. I guess I
am biased because, believe it or
not. I was a varsity wrestler in
high school. When one wrestles,
one's body takes a tremendous
beating. It takes alot of mental
power to wrestle; moves, counters
and pins must be known and mastered.
If you want a challenging sport
to try, the way I see it is to try

used in the sport.

wrestling.

was discussed between my editor,
Paul Jacobus and myself. The
question was: What is the toughest sport to compete in?
First of all, this topic must be
divided into two categories, team
sports and individual sports. The
criteria we used to judge sports included the following:
1) Physical demands of the sport
(body taking a physical beating).
2)
demands of the
sport.
Cardio-vascul-

ar

3) Required level of skill
(coordination) to participate in
the sport.

Far

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang The crashing of the car
is only the beginning in this fabulous fairy tale. Dick
Van Dyke is a crackpot inventor who entertains us
with stories and takes us on a chase for the evil Baron.
A series of wild adventure follow, in which the car is
captured and recovered. With music and songs from
the composers of "Mary Poppins", this film is a treat
for children of all ages. Rated G 142 Minutes.
Showings will be at 7 p.m., Friday and Saturday
evening.
Angel Heart Black magic, mystery, and stark unrelenting horror are combined in the most controversial film of 1987. Director Alan Parker explores the
dark side of human nature in this magnificently crafted movie that's been hailed by critics as another Blue
Velvet Rated R 1 13 Minutes. Showings will be at 10
p.m., Friday and Saturday evening.
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publicans seated around the table.
His attitude was childish, and
worse, it undermines the notion of
College of Wooster students being

-

Fire

Continued from page 1
sleep. Holden Director Karen Anderson stated that she had no way
of knowing how long the building
would be closed and therefore no
other measures were taken to find
housing for the students.
Anderson felt that the situation
was handled effectively and she
was thankful that no one was hurt.
Student response was also positive. Tm pleased with how cooperative people were." said Resident Assistant Melanie Greene.
First-yestudent Jennifer Weiss
added, "I thought it was taken care
of very welL"
ar
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decides
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ess

is a crucial part of

this college's community.
That same day, at a later time, I
was walking with a friend who
happens to be Republican, (and
who was wearing a dreaded Bush
button) when a student walked up
to him and called him a
"conservative racist s
of a b
."
Even if this were the
case, I do not see what this attitude proves except for immaturity
and a serious lack of intelligence.
I think we need to reevaluate
what we say, why we say it. and
what the results of it win be. As
students here in this community,
striving for diversity and knowledge, we should recognize that we
all have a right to our own
views, a right to express them,
and an obligation to to keep an
opened mind to alternative ways
of thinking. That's what liberal
arts is all about; more importantly, that's what Wooster should be
all about.

1

Speir. director of student affairs,
the total number of international
students this year is estimated to
be 125. The total number for
1987-8- 8
was 155. The total number of new international students
this year is 28. contrasting to last
year's entering class of 58.
"We are still very concerned and
try to be very generous in our support of international students, especially if you compare us with
other colleges." Gorrel said. "I
don't think the commitment of the
College is any less. We still
highly value that." '
.

Dean of Admission Hayden

Schilling echoed Gorrel's feelings.
"Wooster has a rommitment to
diversity on the campus and the
international students are an important part of that diversity,"
Schilling said. "It is a finite resource argument, and we are trying
to place those resources to students. "
Schilling and Gorrel both
a hope that the ne w" policies would not keep international
students away from the College.
"It is really too soon to know if
it (the new policy) will reduce the
international student population,"
Schilling said.
The policy is being reviewed to
determine the impact it has had.
We want education available to
anyone who is qualified to be
here." Gorrel said. She added, "It
is a yearly struggle."
-ex-

pressed
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And so. to all the student trainers who spend countless hours in
the PJLC. on the playing fields,
and on road trips helping the athletes of this school get by thank
you for your support and you do
make a difference.
Without a doubt, the righting
Scot athletes should be applauded
for their abilities, and the Fighting Scot trainers should also be
acknowledged for their dedication
to the growth and prosperity of
this school. Anyone who feels
that the players deserve all the
credit is sadly mistaken, for without the experience and enthusiasm
of this fine group of people the
sports program at the College of
Wooster would not be the same.

